Probes

Terratrip 303 Plus Rally Computer

The Terratrip 303
Plus requires one
of the following
probes:
WHEEL PROBE

T005
This probe is fitted
to ‘look’ at the bolts
holding the brake disc
to the hub on a non
driven wheel, or a
prop shaft

UNIVERSAL CABLE
DRIVE PROBE

T006
This probe fits all cars
with a mechanical
speedometer cable

Terratrip are the world leaders in motorsport
JAPANESE PROBE

rally technology. With a reputaion for providing
leading edge robust and reliable technology,
Terratrip deliver every time. With 30 years
experience in the design and development of
Rallying technology Terratrip have grown to

BENEFITS AND FEATURES
Total distance display up to 999.99 and
interval up to 99.99
Time of day, stopwatch, speed and
average speed
Time of day display automatically freezes
when the stopwatch is stopped making it
easy to check rally officials time

T007

become market leaders in this specialist field.

This probe is fitted
between the gearbox
and speedometer cable
on many Japanese cars

When you buy Terratrip, you are buying a

Two calibration numbers

thoroughbred, race proven product - trusted

Speed indication

by world leaders in rally motorsport.

Manually adjustable total distance display

DSI
(Dual Sensor Interface)

Calibrate for miles or km

Count up and down facility
Split (freeze) function
Electronic memory back up
Display back lighting

T014
For cars with electronic
speed sensors, will also
drive two tripmeters
from one probe

Optional remote display for speed,
interval distance or average speed.
Two probe inputs
HR model which measures to 1 metre for
road surveying applications

thoroughbred performance - when every second counts

100 mm

25 mm

FRONT

SIDE

50 mm

OPTIONAL
REMOTE HEAD
for the Terratrip
202 Plus

TOP/BOTTOM
150 mm

50 mm

FRONT

SIDE

T016

100 mm

Optional remote
display for speed,
interval distance or
average speed, as
shown

OPTIONAL
REMOTE ZEROING
UNIT

Made from high quality,
super strong moulded plastic
TOP/BOTTOM

SIZE AND DIMENSIONS OF THE TERRATRIP 303 PLUS
T011P
Full function RZU is
available for the
Terratrip 303 Plus

TECHNOLOGY
Terratrip continue to develop race bred performance
products. We insist on using the best materials and
leading edge technology to ensure that our
products meet the stringent requirements of the

OPTIONAL
REMOTE ZEROING
FOOT UNIT

most demanding rally and motorsport professionals.
WORKMANSHIP
Terratrip use the best quality materials - because we
believe all our motorsport products should work at
optimum performance. The finish on all our
products is of the finest quality and the construction
and finishing of each unit is done by hand, by our

T008
RZU is available for
the Terratrip 303
Plus. This item can
also be used on the
Terratrip 202 Plus and
Terratrip 1 models

specialist team.
RELIABILITY
Terratrip products are supported globally by a
second to none guarantee of workmanship and
reliability. When you purchase a Terratrip product,
you can be sure that it has been rigorously tried and
tested.

Designed and manufactured
in the UK by:
Terratrip (UK) Ltd
Ship Farm
Horsley
Derby DE21 5BR
England
Tel: +44 (0)1332 880468
Fax: +44 (0)1332 882640
Email: info@terratrip.com
Web: www.terratrip.com

thoroughbred performance - when every second counts

